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SUBJECT FY23 Contributions to Social Service Providers 

ITEM TYPE ☐ Public Hearing ☒ Work Session ☐ Action Item 

PRESENTER Jeremy Besbris, City Administrator  

  
APPLICABLE VICTOR VALUES 
☐Culturally Historic  ☒ Sustainable  ☐ Connected to Nature 
☒ Small Town Feel  ☒ Family Friendly ☒ Administrative Need 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
PURPOSE & PROCESS 
The purpose of this item is to approve Fiscal Year 2023 contributions to local social service providers who 
submitted formal funding requests. Once Council reaches a consensus, the Clerk will record the specific 
amounts in the meeting minutes. Once adopted, the City Administrator will notify each provider of the 
contribution amount, and the Treasurer will disperse the funds to each provider through Tin Cup unless 
directed otherwise.  
 
BACKGROUND/ALTERNATIVES 
The City Administrator invites local social service providers to submit a funding request application each 
spring. Upon review of each application, and considering the total amount requested compared to the 
amount earmarked for contributions, the Council decides specific allocations.  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
Applications for FY23 Social Service Contributions 
FY23 Contributions Worksheet 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
Council earmarked $36,000 in the FY23 Budget for Social Service Contributions 
 
STAFF IMPACT 
Neutral 
 
LEGAL REVIEW 
N/A 
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Instructions: To be considered  for FY23 Community Support Grant, please submit the completed and signed 
application to the Deputy City Administrator (jeremyb@victoridaho.gov) by 11:59 PM on May 31.  Upon receipt, 
we will contact you regarding the next steps in the budget process.   
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Organization Name: Family Safety Network  

Organization Website: www.familysafetynetwork.info 

Primary Contact Person: Emily Bilcher 

Contact Phone Number: 208‐354‐8057  Contact Email Address: ebilcher@familysafetynetwork.info 

Mailing Address: PO Box 302 

City: Driggs  State: ID  Zip Code: 83422 

Funding Amount Requested ($): 1,000 

 

ORGANIZATION MISSION, SERVICES, & IMPACT 

 

Describe Organization Mission (500 words or less): Family Safety Network (FSN) advocates for healthy 

relationships and empowers survivors of domestic and sexual violence in Teton Valley. We partner with 
individuals and communities to eliminate violence, abuse, and oppression. We envision a world where 
individuals, families, and communities thrive in collective safety and wholeness. 
 
Description of Organization Programs, Activities, Services & Recent Accomplishments (500 words or less): 

 
An average of 300 residents of and visitors to Teton County receive no‐cost, confidential support from Family 
Safety Network advocates each year. The agency's resources help victims of domestic violence and sexual 
assault stay safe, transition to independent and non‐violent living, and navigate the local criminal justice 
system and health care systems.  
 
Key services include emergency shelter, transitional housing, crisis support, case management and funding for 
mental health and legal assistance. Clients and their children are assisted in securing food, clothing, household 
items, affordable housing, adequate medical care, etc. The agency's 24‐hour crisis hotline assures victims, 
children, law enforcement and medical professionals have immediate access to advocacy support.  
 
FSN also has a Prevention Educator and Youth Advocate focused on implementing community education 
programs to help individuals of all ages sustain healthy relationships and adjust those that are not healthy. 
Evidence‐based curriculum has been implemented in local schools, churches, and youth serving organizations. 
Further, this staff person is specially trained to provide client services to youth experiencing teen dating 
violence.  
 

FSN is the only local option for crime victim support, emergency safe housing, supervised visitation, and safety 

planning ‐ providing vital social services to the community. Victims and their children are referred to FSN from 

APPLICATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 2024 Community Support Grant 
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churches, law enforcement, schools, and the hospital. Most individuals walk through our doors because they 

simply have nowhere else to go. 

 

If awarded how would the funds be used to serve the residents of Victor (500 words or less): 

Financial assistance from the City of Victor will help us continue providing no‐cost support for local 
individuals and families in crisis due to domestic or sexual violence, stalking or teen dating violence. 
City funding is pivotal in assuring these local services remain available, including:  
 

 24‐Hour Crisis Hotline 

 Crisis Intervention Services 

 Emergency Shelter 

 Transitional Housing 

 Emergency Food & Clothing 

 Safety Planning  

 Assistance Navigating the Legal System and Court Accompaniment 

 Resource Referrals  

 Individual and Group Counseling 

 Translation Services and Immigration Assistance 
 
Further, this funding will enable us to continue our outreach and prevention efforts. This includes 

creating greater awareness in Victor through advertising as well as through increased collaboration 

with individuals, businesses, and organizations responsible for coordinating larger events and 

gathering spaces in Victor.  

If funds are awarded, how would the organization evaluate the impact or success of the use of the 

funds (500 words or less): 

FSN receives feedback from clients through outcome surveys specifically for shelter clients, walk in 

clients, support group members and hotline callers. This information helps us to evaluate the 

effectiveness of services and overall feeling of safety and knowledge of resources available that 

clients have after accessing our services. 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & SIGNATURE 

 

I hereby acknowledge that I have completed this application accurately and understand that all information is 
subject to verification.  I understand that receipt of any approved social service funding does not imply that any 
additional  reviews,  authorizations,  or  permits  have  been  granted  by  the  City  of  Victor  and  that  additional 
reviews, authorizations, permits, and approvals may be required.   
 
 
Signature of applicant_______________________________ Date________________________ 
 
 

 

   

7/20/22
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Instructions: To be considered for FY23 Social Service Funding, please submit the completed and signed 
application to Jeremy Besbris, Deputy City Administrator at jeremyb@victorcityidaho.com by 5:00 P.M. on 
Friday, June 10, 2022.  Upon receipt, we will contact you regarding the next steps in the budget process.   
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Organization Name:  Teton Valley Trails and Pathways 

Organization Website  tvtap.org 

Primary Contact Person: Dan Verbeten 

Contact Phone Number:  208-201-1622 Contact Email Address: dan@tvtap.org 

Mailing Address: PO Box 373 

City: Driggs State: ID Zip Code: 83422 

Funding Amount Requested ($): 2500 

 

ORGANIZATION MISSION, SERVICES, & IMPACT 

 

Describe Organization Mission (500 words or less): 
Teton Valley Trails and Pathways promotes a trails and pathways connected community. 
 
Description of Organization Programs, Activities, Services & Recent Accomplishments (500 words or less): 

Our Winter Trails Program which grooms two trails in Sherman Park serves many Victor residents as it 

provides outdoor recreation. Staff time, volunteers, and equipment are all necessary to run this program. 

Additionally, our pathways program has worked extensively with the City of Victor on two successful grant 

applications. The first is for the Baseline Pathway and the second is for a future pathway along highway 31. 

 
If awarded how would the funds be used to serve the residents of Victor (500 words or less): 

We will use the funds primarily to support winter grooming costs including fuel, maintenance, staff 

time and equipment replacement. Secondly, the funds will help offset the costs of staff time 

working on grant applications that directly work toward objectives in the city’s comprehensive plan 

and are consistent with our mission. 

If funds are awarded, how would the organization evaluate the impact or success of the use of the 

funds (500 words or less): 

We perform trail counts on the Sherman Park trails in the winter. In 2021/2022 our organization 

groomed for 15 weeks, three times per week. We counted over 4600 visits to the trails. For next 

year if funding is awarded, we will look to replicate those numbers. 

 

APPLICATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 2023 SOCIAL SERVICE FUNDING 
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Secondly, we will work with city staff to provide work on grants. Success of that effort will be grants 

awarded to the city for pathway and pedestrian safety projects. 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & SIGNATURE 

 
I hereby acknowledge that I have completed this application accurately and understand that all information is 
subject to verification.  I understand that receipt of any approved social service funding does not imply that any 
additional reviews, authorizations, or permits have been granted by the City of Victor and that additional 
reviews, authorizations, permits, and approvals may be required.   
 
 Dan Verbeten 6/10/22 
Signature of applicant_______________________________ Date________________________ 
 
 

 

  



 
Describe Organization Mission (500 words or less): 
 

PAWS mission is to serve as a community resource to prevent pet homelessness, 

protect pets from harm and suffering, and promote responsible ownership. 

On January 1, 2022, PAWS of Jackson Hole acquired the Teton Valley Community 

Animal Shelter, which had become insolvent and therefore unable to continue to 

provide services. The shelter was renamed PAWS of Teton Valley.  

Now under new leadership, PAWS of Teton Valley is the only open-admission animal 

shelter in Teton Valley. Our commitment in 2022 and beyond is to the animals - 

ensuring every local pet receives vital care and is provided a safe and healthy 

environment while waiting to be adopted. PAWS will also continue to provide social 

services (spay/neuter, help with vet bills) to Teton Valley pet owners and pets in need.  

PAWS of Teton Valley is committed to building a sustainable animal shelter that will 

serve Victor and Teton Valley for years to come. 

 

Description of Organization Programs, Activities, Services & Recent 
Accomplishments (500 words or less): 
 
PAWS of Teton Valley provides a safe and healthy environment for all local, homeless 

pets from the Teton Valley area until they are adopted. We will not turn away any 

animal, whether stray or abandoned or one that must be surrendered due to 

unforeseen circumstances. We never place a time limit on their stay with us. We 

assess each animal’s health and provide appropriate medical care through our 

volunteer veterinarians. We provide spaying or neutering, and we evaluate every 

pet’s personality so we can find them homes where their temperaments will not be an 

issue. For more serious behavioral concerns, we collaborate with trainers and animal 

behaviorists to remedy problems that could render an animal unadoptable.  

PAWS of Teton Valley also provides crucial social services (spay/neuter, help with vet 

bills) to Teton Valley pet owners and pets in need.  

It’s important to note that in 2021, our predecessor provided care for 329 stray, 

abandoned, and owner-surrendered pets,195 of which came directly from the Victor 

community. More than half of the pets we care for are coming from Victor, ID. 



When PAWS took over the shelter on January 1 there were 83 pets in house. From 

the first of the year through May 31, 221 new strays and surrendered animals were 

admitted into the shelter. This means that we’ve already provided care to 305 pets 

and we’re not even halfway through the year. This is a huge increase in the number of 

homeless pets in Teton Valley, putting us on track to care for more than 730 animals 

this year.  

Since taking over the shelter on January 1, 2022, our accomplishments (through May 
2022) include: 

• Established a Teton Valley advisory board to assist and guide us in our efforts.  

• Incorporated best practices training with our adoption staff ensuring the best 
and most consistent care possible for the animals at our shelter.  

• Engaged in several outreach opportunities in Victor and Driggs. (Public 
outreach can help reduce the amount of time a pet spends in a shelter and 
reduce the number of unwanted litters coming through the doors.) 

• Partnered with Dog is My CoPilot, transporting more than sixty cats, many of 
who had been at the shelter for six months to a year. They were flown to a 
shelter in Spokane, WA, and were adopted within two weeks. 

• Eliminated potential safety hazards to our animals and staff by removing old 
and torn fencing and debris that has been at the shelter for years. We 
accomplished this task with the help of local volunteers. 
 

If awarded how would the funds be used to serve the residents of Victor (500 

words or less): 

Animal shelters are essential in providing a safe, healthy environment for lost pets 

while they wait to be reunited with their owners. They are invaluable resources for 

people in crisis who are forced to give up a beloved pet. Shelters also offer critical 

public health benefits by providing space for dangerous, at-large animals, for pets 

being held for rabies quarantine, court holds, and simply roaming at large. The 

absence of an animal shelter in a community can put a strain on law enforcement and 

put people at risk of dog bites, destruction of property, uncontrolled cat colonies, 

and other public issues.  

Our open admissions shelter will continue to play a vital role in keeping our pets and 

communities safe, providing veterinary assistance, educating the public, and 

providing spay/neuter resources to prevent pet overpopulation and outreach in 

Teton Valley. We will also offer training for pets with behavioral issues and initiative-

taking adoption promotion and outreach.  

Three non-profit entities have gone out of business trying to provide open admission 

sheltering services to the Teton Valley Community. The last time this happened 



(2015) the shelter closed its doors, leaving people with no resource for lost or found 

pets or a safe place to relinquish pets they could no longer care for. During this time, 

other neighboring shelters filled up with animals from Teton Valley so quickly, that 

people in crisis were left with no option but to simply abandon their pets on the 

streets of Victor & Driggs. Many pets died that year from dehydration, exposure, and 

car accidents. Today, in the nearby community of Rexburg there is no shelter 

resource and there are reports of packs of feral dogs roaming the streets unattended, 

unneutered, reproducing, and causing issues.  

Animal shelters are essential. In communities that prioritize the health and well-being 

of their residents, their wildlife, and the local environment, shelters are also 

considered critical to good public health. If PAWS is unable to increase our outreach 

efforts and engage donors in the Teton Valley Community at a higher level, we won’t 

be able to appropriately staff and care for the pets of this community and we will face 

the same fate as the previous 3 shelter entities. We cannot do this without the support 

of Victor, ID.  

 

If funds are awarded, how would the organization evaluate the impact or 

success of the use of the funds (500 words or less): 
 

We will track our success by the number of pets we serve, the number of families we 
help, the funds we raise, the number of donors we engage, the number of volunteers 

we recruit, and members of the community who want to support us.  

 
We have established that our minimum annual budget to operate this shelter is 
$350,000, but that might not be enough as shelters around the country are 
experiencing a dramatic surge in animal intake. We know that animal shelter intake is 

directly correlated to the economy and the housing market. The reality of this is 
playing out locally as we are seeing people relinquishing pets at alarming rates today.  
 

We hope the City of Victor will consider increasing its support for the critical services 
we provide to the pets and residents of Victor and all of Teton County, ID. Every 
dollar will be used to save, house, and rehome pets who deserve a second chance at 

a happy life. 

Thank you.  
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Instructions: To be considered for FY23 Social Service Funding, please submit the completed and signed 
application to Jeremy Besbris, Deputy City Administrator at jeremyb@victorcityidaho.com by 5:00 P.M. on 
Friday, June 10, 2022.  Upon receipt, we will contact you regarding the next steps in the budget process.   
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Organization Name: Seniors West of the Tetons 

Organization Website: tetonseniors.org 

Primary Contact Person: River Osborn 

Contact Phone Number: 208-354-6973 Contact Email Address: swot@tetonseniors.com 

Mailing Address: PO BOX 871 

City: Driggs State: ID Zip Code: 83422 

Funding Amount Requested ($): $8,000 

 

ORGANIZATION MISSION, SERVICES, & IMPACT 

 

Describe Organization Mission (500 words or less): 
 
Seniors West of the Tetons (SWOT) is ensuring that seniors are engaged, supported and thriving through our 
work in advocacy, diverse programming, and wellness and nutrition opportunities.  
 

Seniors West of the Tetons primarily serves older adults ages 60 and over. However, all ages are welcome to 

attend most of our programming. We also do not turn anyone away because of inability to pay or donate. 

We serve all racial, sexual, gender, religious and socioeconomic backgrounds, among other differentiators. This 

is especially important for older adults who are undocumented. We are one of the few resources available to 

senior citizens because of our rural location.  

Over the last several years, our organization has elevated its presence in the community. The pandemic shone 

the spotlight on the vulnerability of our senior community, intensifying the vital need for programming and 

services that meets their needs. Beyond the pandemic, this population is often ignored and underserved. We 

work to change that. We have engaged in tremendous amounts of outreach to make sure all older adults of 

Teton Valley know about our services and the resources available to them. 

 
Description of Organization Programs, Activities, Services & Recent Accomplishments (500 words or less): 
 

Last spring our organization hired a program coordinator, improving the reach of our capacity. We 

have increased both our regular programming as well as special events and regional outings. Our 

regular programming includes nutrition and wellness opportunities, fitness classes, and senior 

enrichment programming.  

APPLICATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 2023 SOCIAL SERVICE FUNDING 
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We serve lunch at the senior center three days a week, but will expand our services to four in July, 

and eventually five, as we rebuild our program. Since reopening in April, our lunches have brought in 

record numbers of participants not seen since before the pandemic. We believe this is a testament to 

how isolated and lonely valley seniors have been over the past two years. They are eager to engage 

with one another and the community. We also deliver five meals a week to seniors who can’t leave 

their homes. This is a critical program for older adults who are unable to prepare food, are food 

insecure, or are recovering from a surgery, undergoing treatment, or whatever their reason is. This 

program helps older adults to remain living in their homes longer, while maintaining their 

independence.  

Our fitness programming includes regularly scheduled classes like Fit and Fall Proof, Yoga, Tai chi, and 

Qi gong, to name a few. All of these programs promote balance, flexibility, and strength. Many 

seniors are referred to our programs by their doctors after a fall or decline in mobility. The programs 

also provide an important social connection for seniors. 

Our health program opportunities include two monthly foot care clinics with Teton Valley Health 

practitioners, monthly blood pressure checks with Teton County Fire and Rescue, quarterly senior 

health workshops that cover topics like nutrition and diabetes screening, and six free counseling 

sessions for seniors in partnership with the Teton Valley Mental Health Coalition.  

Senior enrichment programming has grown tremendously in the last year. We have continued our 

partnership with Teton Arts to offer monthly art classes. We also host monthly craft workshops with 

local artist Stacey Nail. Other regularly scheduled events include Death Cafe, Mah jongg, bridge, 

coffee klatsch, Tech Time with Phil and Andy, bingo, and local field trips. We also include informative 

classes and workshops on subjects like navigating Medicare, cyber fraud risks, gardening and flower 

arranging, caregiver support, senior tax tips, and hosting the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance 

program. We have tried to create a calendar of events that has something of interest and ability for 

everyone. These programs help foster connection and create a more vibrant life for both seniors and 

our community. 

Our newest services we are launching are our Homemaker and Respite Care Services. Homemaker 

services include going into the home of qualifying seniors to help with light cleaning, meal 

preparation, picking up prescriptions or groceries and companionship. This program allows seniors to 

continue living independently in their homes. Respite Care services offer support to family caregivers, 

providing them a much needed break from their regular duties. Our staff will go into the home for 

companion care and light cleaning. This service has shown to help prevent caregiver burnout and 

elder abuse. 

We are also committed to further developing our role with senior advocacy and will be partnering 

with Teton Valley Health to bring on a social worker as a case manager dedicated to senior services.  

If awarded how would the funds be used to serve the residents of Victor (500 words or less): 

Seniors West of the Tetons serves Victor, Driggs, Tetonia, and Alta, Wyoming. Though not necessarily 

with equal weight. We serve where we are aware of a need. The City of Victor relies heavily on our 

services. In 2021, SWOT delivered 1,776 meals to Victor residents. This makes up 46 percent of our 

total deliveries. Victor continues to have its own dedicated route and driver for home-delivered 

meals. 
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Fit and Fall Proof classes, which promotes balance, strength and flexibility in seniors, is our most 

popular fitness class. Of all the registered participants 25 percent come from Victor. This class is free 

of charge.  

Our newest branch of services, Homemaker and Respite Care, will undoubtedly also be heavily 

utilized by the senior residents of Victor. Many of our clients who qualify for home-delivered meals, 

will also qualify for these other services as well. This is an important service for low-income Victor 

residents with few, or no, other options for care.  

It is important to note that Seniors West of the Tetons depends on financial support from the City of 

Victor to ensure that we are able to serve their residents. Just as we depend on support from the City 

of Driggs ($18,000 in-kind annually), City of Tetonia (TBD), Teton County, Idaho ($15,000 annually), 

and Teton County, Wyoming ($8,500) annually. As our valley grows, the demand for our services 

continues to grow exponentially. We depend on full funding so that we can meet the needs of valley 

senior citizens without having to turn anyone away.  

If funds are awarded, how would the organization evaluate the impact or success of the use of the 

funds (500 words or less): 

Seniors West of the Tetons are diligent record keepers. We track the number of participants for all of 

our programming. With this data we are able to tell if a program is growing, shrinking, or maintaining. 

Currently all of our programming is growing at a rapid rate. In addition to the numbers, we hear 

comments and reactions from seniors and their family members about the value of our services and 

our efforts to combat loneliness and isolation. 

 We are looking into more formal ways of feedback such as a survey to gather more information 

about Victor resident seniors and their needs. 

Success is the ability not to turn anyone away because of a lack of capacity and funding. Success is 

growing our programming so that we can continue serving the needs of our valley’s growing senior 

population. 

Success is keeping Victor seniors engaged, supported, and thriving. 

 

 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & SIGNATURE 

 
I hereby acknowledge that I have completed this application accurately and understand that all information is 
subject to verification.  I understand that receipt of any approved social service funding does not imply that any 
additional reviews, authorizations, or permits have been granted by the City of Victor and that additional 
reviews, authorizations, permits, and approvals may be required.   
 

 
 

Signature of applicant_______________________________ Date__June 9, 2022__________________ 
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Instructions: To be considered for FY23 Social Service Funding, please submit the completed and signed application to 
Jeremy Besbris, Deputy City Administrator at jeremyb@victorcityidaho.com by 5:00 P.M. on Friday, June 10, 2022.  Upon 
receipt, we will contact you regarding the next steps in the budget process.    
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Organization Name: Teton Regional Economic Coalition 

Organization Website  Discovertetonvalley.com 

Primary Contact Person: Brian McDermott 

Contact Phone Number: 208-354-1008 Contact Email Address: brianm@trec-biz.org 

Mailing Address: PO Box 1557 

City: Driggs State: ID Zip Code: 83422 

Funding Amount Requested ($): $7,000 

 

ORGANIZATION MISSION, SERVICES, & IMPACT 

 
Describe Organization Mission (500 words or less): 
 
Teton Regional Economic Coalition (TREC) recruits new companies and supports startups and existing businesses in 

Teton Valley. It also provides Chamber of Commerce services, including the Teton Geo Center, event support and visitor 

marketing. 

Mission:  

To develop a vibrant and diverse economy by retaining, strengthening and recruiting businesses in Teton Valley and 

enhancing the experience of residents and visitors. 

Vision:  

Teton Valley is known for:  

● Vibrant, sustainable, successful local businesses. 

● Meaningful career opportunities at above national average wages.  

● High quality activities and amenities for residents and visitors.  

● Exceptional natural environment. 
 

Strategies: 

Implement the Teton County Economic Development Plan: 

http://www.tetoncountyidaho.gov/pdf/codePolicy/2013-

0610_Adopting_May_2013_Economic_Development_Plan.pdf 

 

APPLICATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 2023 
 SOCIAL SERVICE FUNDING 
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Description of Organization Programs, Activities, Services & Recent Accomplishments (500 words or less): 
 

Services: 

We support existing, start-up and recruited businesses with: 

• Referrals to financing and professional resources. 

• Navigating the regulatory and zoning environment. 

• Real estate inventories and advice. 

• Introductions to state, city and county officials, and local business owners. 

• Business plan consulting. 

• Monthly Chamber networking events. 

• Marketing consultation 

• Made in Teton Valley Branding 

• Teton Geo Center 

 

TREC Progress Report: 2022 o5 

The data below indicate that Teton Valley’s economy is growing rapidly. Our focus today at TREC is to help 

manage growth according to the Teton County Economic Development Plan, 

https://library.municode.com/id/driggs/munidocs/munidocs?nodeId=427e9fc45bfb0  and support solutions to 

negative impacts, such as lack of employees and affordable housing.   

 

Results (EMSI data as of May 2022):  

● Teton Valley’s population is 13,047, up by 1,868 between 2016 and 2021.  
● We’ve added 1,107 new jobs since 2016, 398 in the past year alone. At an average annual wage of $40,000, 

that’s $44 million in new annual income in Teton Valley over the past five years.  
● Teton Valley’s 2015--2020 job growth of 20.7 percent was 8 percent better than the national rate 
● Since 2020, we’ve added 75 jobs in the well-paid ($68K per year) scientific, professional and technical 

category. Construction jobs grew by 300. 
● Average annual wages have grown to $40K per year, a $10,000 increase since 2013. This is still 

unacceptably low: average wage in US is $67K/year; Idaho $47K/year.  
● March 2022 unemployment: 2.5 percent. National rate 3.6 percent;  Idaho rate 2.7 percent 
 

Existing Business Support 

● Shared location opportunities with New West Knifeworks and others. They have purchased a highway 
frontage lot in Victor and are planning a retail store with employee housing above. They also are planning a 
major expansion of their production facility. 

● Fisher Creative and Fitzgerald’s Bicycles celebrated their new spaces in Victor with a huge block party.  
● Lodging sales doubled since 2020. This visitor influx is good for business, but now we are seeking to 

mitigate the downstream effects of unaffordable housing and too few workers. 
● Earned a $190,000 Idaho Travel Council grant. Program is focused on supporting events that benefit 

residents, attract quality visitors and drive business revenue. Created Marketing Council to address visitor 
messaging. Delivered new “Discover Teton Valley” brochure, revamped our messaging, launched website 
rebuild, moved spending from publication adverts to new website, sponsorships and measurement tools. 

● Conducted more than 250 meetings with businesses, media and partners. 

https://library.municode.com/id/driggs/munidocs/munidocs?nodeId=427e9fc45bfb0
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New Businesses Development 

● Give’r Glove Company purchased the Wildwood Room in Victor for product finishing and fulfilment. They 
aim to employ 20 by June 1 and 70 by 2024 and will include some employee housing on the property. 
 

 

Organizational Sustainability  

● TREC earned $220,000 in State grants this year. Increased TREC Chamber memberships by 50 percent 

 

 

If awarded how would the funds be used to serve the residents of Victor (500 words or less): 

We will continue to support existing businesses in Victor and recruit new ones. Our work on Lupine 

lane will continue: support Franco’s phase II building, help New West Knife Works obtain financing 

for their expansion, encourage broadband expansion, explore potential live/work spaces, etc.  

The most important think we do is help create well-paid jobs for Victor. We have a solid track 

record that we intend to build upon. As we implement the county’s Economic Development Plan, 

our focus is on low-impact, high-wage companies that improve citizens’ quality of life without 

degrading our awesome environment. 

Secondly, the Idaho Travel Council grant funds the promotion of such events as Music on Main and 

Hockey, among many others. We are focused less on the volume of visitors and more on the 

quality. Our target market is arts, sport and nature enthusiasts, who tend to spend more time and 

money in town than the average tourist. This work supports downtown lodging, retail and 

restaurants. Have a look at your local option tax trends over the past few years and you can see 

clear indicators of success. 

If funds are awarded, how would the organization evaluate the impact or success of the use of the 

funds (500 words or less): 

In the descriptions above, you can see that we measure job creation, economic impact, tax receipts, 

industrial buildings constructed, and the number of businesses that we support. For a relatively 

small amount of funding, Victor gets an experienced, tireless advocate with a strong track record of 

measureable results.  

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & SIGNATURE 

 

I hereby acknowledge that I have completed this application accurately and understand that all information is subject to 
verification.  I understand that receipt of any approved social service funding does not imply that any additional reviews, 
authorizations, or permits have been granted by the City of Victor and that additional reviews, authorizations, permits, 
and approvals may be required.   
 
 
Signature of applicant______Brian McDermott/e.sig_______ Date___May 31, 2022 
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Instructions: To be considered for FY23 Social Service Funding, please submit the completed and signed 
application to Jeremy Besbris, Deputy City Administrator at jeremyb@victorcityidaho.com by 5:00 P.M. on 
Friday, June 10, 2022.  Upon receipt, we will contact you regarding the next steps in the budget process.   
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Organization Name:  Teton Valley Community Recycling  

Organization Website tetonrecycling.org 

Primary Contact Person: Angela Saggiomo 

Contact Phone Number: 208-557-1193 Contact Email Address: tetonrecycling@gmail.com 

Mailing Address: PO Box 1193 

City: Driggs State: ID Zip Code: 83422 

Funding Amount Requested ($): 500 

 

ORGANIZATION MISSION, SERVICES, & IMPACT 

 

Describe Organization Mission (500 words or less): 
TVCR is the waste reduction ambassador of Teton Valley. Our mission is to promote ethical waste reduction 
solutions that are financially and environmentally sound for our valley through collaboration, education, and 
advocacy. Our vision is a community that reduces, reuses, recycles, and rethinks its way towards zero waste. 
 
Description of Organization Programs, Activities, Services & Recent Accomplishments (500 words or less): 

In 2022, TVCR gave away free compost bins to over 500 Valley residents, 40% of which live in Victor. 

This was part of our Community Compost project in order so keep food waste out of the trash and lessen the 
burden on the Transfer Station. We are also working to facilitate a relationship between High Pint Cider and 

Sweet Hollow Organic Farm so that they can compost their output with the farm. This will allow one Victor 
business to divert a majority of their waste in order to help a Victor farm and therefore the city at large. We 

have also worked with the Victor Elementary School as well as local businesses in our very popular “Bags to 
Benches” program. TVCR has successfully diverted over 2,700 pounds of plastic from the landfill and provided 

six benches to the local community. One of our benches now lives at the Victor Dog Park and another will be 
voted on for a second location in Victor.  

 Additionally, TVCR has worked with local businesses and organizations to better understand how they 
can implement reuse and recycling efforts. We have provided The Teton Valley Foundation with a water refill 

station which has effectively eliminated the need for single use plastic at Music on Main. This year TVCR 
provided a waste reduction and recycling education program for 4th graders at Rendezvous Upper Elementary. 

This program provided students with tools they can use to reduce waste at home and facilitated educational 
trips to the Transfer Station.  

 TVCR will be adding a staff member to the organization whose sole purpose will be to support the 
County and local cities in waste diversion and recycling efforts. This will allow us to have a more engaged role 

in waste issues that arise in Victor and assist city staff with any support they may need. Through ongoing 
community collections, education programs and advocacy efforts, TVCR has proven a commitment to being 

our community’s waste ambassadors and we are excited to continue our work in Victor.  
 

If awarded how would the funds be used to serve the residents of Victor (500 words or less): 

If awarded, these funds will go towards our general operating budget to continue doing all of the 

outreach and community programs that we currently offer. It will create more capacity for our newly 
created community liaison to provide support to the City of Victor in seeking out waste diversion 

APPLICATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 2023 SOCIAL SERVICE FUNDING 
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opportunities and educating Victor residents on proper recycling and waste reduction. TVCR is very 

interested in pursuing innovative ways to tackle the issue of construction and demolition waste in our 
Valley. With these funds, we would be able to build the capacity to work with the City of Victor in 

finding ways to work waste sorting and diversion incentives into the permitting process. Given the 
amount of building happening in Victor, we believe this focus could help divert 30-70% of waste from 

the landfill and help to keep our Valley a healthy place to live.  
 

If funds are awarded, how would the organization evaluate the impact or success of the use of the 

funds (500 words or less): 

We evaluate our success based on the number of people reached and the degree of contamination 

seen at the Transfer Station.  If we do specific projects, we measure the outcomes through surveys 

(e.g. food waste/compost program) or weighing what we are collecting (e.g. community battery 

recycling, TerraCycle program, plastic bag collections.)  If we are able to focus some of our general 
capacity on the sorting of construction and demolition waste we would be able to directly quantify 

the amount of materials diverted from the landfill through data collected at the Transfer Station.  
 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & SIGNATURE 

 

I hereby acknowledge that I have completed this application accurately and understand that all information is 
subject to verification.  I understand that receipt of any approved social service funding does not imply that any 
additional reviews, authorizations, or permits have been granted by the City of Victor and that additional 
reviews, authorizations, permits, and approvals may be required.   
 
 
Signature of applicant _______ Angela Saggiomo __________ Date________6/7/22____  
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Instructions: To be considered for FY23 Social Service Funding, please submit the completed and signed 
application to Jeremy Besbris, Deputy City Administrator at jeremyb@victorcityidaho.com by 5:00 P.M. on 
Friday, June 10, 2022.  Upon receipt, we will contact you regarding the next steps in the budget process.   
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Organization Name: Teton Valley Foundation 

Organization Website:  www.tetonvalleyfoundation.org 

Primary Contact Person:  Amy Fradley 

Contact Phone Number: 307-413-6897 
Contact Email Address: 
amy@tetonvalleyfoundation.org 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 50 

City:  Victor State: ID Zip Code: 83455 

Funding Amount Requested ($): $15,000 

 

ORGANIZATION MISSION, SERVICES, & IMPACT 

 

Describe Organization Mission (500 words or less): 

Founded in 2005, the Teton Valley Foundation was formed to make the good life in Teton Valley even 
better. We work to create affordable recreational and cultural programs that create community 
connections and enhance the local economy. TVF was created to complement our outdoor rural 
lifestyle, making our towns as vibrant as the mountains that surround them. It is our hope that by 
bringing people together both on the ice at the Kotler Ice Arena and in front of the stage in Victor City 
Park, that we can build a sense of community, bring more joy and create a positive economic impact 
on Teton Valley.  

The Teton Valley Foundation currently operates two of the largest programs this community has to 
offer. Through our 8-week free summer concert series, Music on Main, and the wide variety of 
programs offered at our covered outdoor ice rink, the Kotler Ice Arena, the Teton Valley Foundation 
impacts tens of thousands of participants every year. Music on Main brings a high caliber lineup of 
local, regional and nation bands to the stage in Victor City Park each summer, averaging 3,000 
patrons per show. The Kotler Ice Arena provides a place for community members of all ages to learn, 
play, skate and connect on the ice through its wide variety of popular and ever-growing 
programming.  
 
Description of Organization Programs, Activities, Services & Recent Accomplishments (500 words or less): 

Teton Valley Foundation continues to serve our community positively. Thanks to the support of and 
ownership of the Kotler Ice Arena with the City of Victor, in the last year we have achieved successful 
outcomes and have continued to grow our programs. In the summer of 2021, we kicked off the Music 
on Main season with music enthusiasts traveling to Teton Valley from throughout the northwest to 
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attend our shows each week. This past winter at the Kotler Ice Arena we expanded our staff and 
redistributed responsibilities in order to keep ahead of the growing demand of our 1,500+ users each 
week. Our youth hockey program which saw a 35% increase in registrations, now merits a full time 
Director. Our Teton Valley Cutthroats won individual tournament championships throughout the 
state at all age levels and the High School Team won the State Championship for the first time in our 
history. This coming year we will be hiring a full time, year-round Rink Director to oversee all 
operations at the Kotler Ice Arena.  
 
We are proud that our programming reaches every facet of our community. At the Kotler Ice Arena, we have 
gone from a flooded parking lot serving a handful of neighborhood hockey enthusiasts, to a regulation size ice 

rink with programming that includes two adult hockey leagues, six-age-level youth hockey programs for 
kids from ages 4 -18, an adult and youth learn-to-play/learn-to-skate series, women’s hockey, and a 
variety of public programs including pickup hockey, stick-and-puck and the popular public open 
skating sessions. We are excited to continue growing our staff so that we can begin developing a 
fledgling curling program and further develop our growing figure skating program.  
 
In addition to maintaining local programming for kids and adults, Kotler Ice Arena hosts an average of 
50 local and regional hockey teams from around the state of Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana 
during our 7 tournaments each winter. This winter those numbers will grow as we look at expanding 
the schedule to incorporate more tournaments as ice time allows. We plan to host another curling 
bonspiel, which will double from last winter’s 8 teams to 16 teams that travel from as far away as 
Seattle, Washington, northern California, Nevada, Utah and Idaho to stay in Teton Valley.  
 
These popular events put Kotler Ice Arena and Victor on the map and put heads in beds to stimulate 
the local economy. Studies have shown that the average team spends $5,000 a weekend on lodging, 
meals, travel, and entertainment. This has a tremendous economic impact on our community, which 
is so heavily dependent on tourism spending. Many plan their summer stay in Teton Valley around 
the Music on Main concert schedule. In winter, teams stay for at least two nights, with an average of 
15-20 rooms booked per hockey team and 8-10 per curling team. These stays are easy to track and 
have an enormous economic impact on our community. 

 

If awarded how would the funds be used to serve the residents of Victor (500 words or less): 

The growth of our programs and the rapidly increasing costs associated with utilites, and the 

ongoing maintenance of the Kotler Ice Arena and its specialized chiller system and Zamboni 

resurfacer continue to keep the future of our programming at risk, making City support more 

critical than ever. As our user base grows each year, the Kotler Ice Arena is bursting at the 

seams. We are in need of several capital improvements essential to the upkeep of the ice 

rink, functioning equipment and public safety.  

In fiscal year 2020, Teton Valley Foundation spent $19,539 on utilities and $13,945 on facility 
and equipment maintenance at the Kotler Ice Arena, totalling $33,484. Fast forward to fiscal 
year 2022, year to date, the Rink utilities and facility and equpiment maintenance totaled 
$44,978. This represents a 35% increase since 2020. Specifically, this money was used to cover 
the power bill, maintaining the Zamboni, and ongoing maintenance for the chillers to keep the 
ice consistent and safe. 
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Over the course of our 8-week Music on Main series, we attract over 24,000 music lovers and 
community members from throughout the tri-state area. We have record of patrons coming 
from as far as Salt Lake City, Utah, Boise, Idaho, Spokane, Washington and Missoula, 
Montana. These out of state visitors, like the visiting curling and hockey tournament teams, 
help stimulate our local economy and add to the financial vibrancy of our valley. Our goal has 
always been to continue keeping Music on Main a free concert series. Support from the City 
of Victor will allow us to plan for a season and keep the music free in 2023. This is a key part 
of our mission for the community, to provide affordable programming. This value has been 
intensified during a time when so many in Teton County are feeling an economic squeeze. 
 
If awarded $15,000 by the City of Victor, these funds would go toward our ongoing utilities, 
maintenance and upkeep costs at the Kotler Ice Arena, and necessary capital improvements, 
allowing us to maintain programming that directly stimulates the Victor economy and 
provides affordable programming for our residents. This funding will allow us to continue to 
keep Kotler Ice Arena in top condition for skaters so that the winter sports and recreation it 
supports remain accessible to all who benefit from it. All funding granted will be applied 
toward these constant needs at the rink and the planning and implementation of Music on 
Main 2023.  

 
If funds are awarded, how would the organization evaluate the impact or success of the use of the 

funds (500 words or less): 

Our goal is to maintain the same high level of programming at an affordable cost at our 
concert series next summer and to ice users through the 2022/2023 ice season. We would 
evaluate the impact/success of the use of funds in our ability to launch all current 
programming over the coming year.  

Another measure would be the ability to begin again in the fall to plan Music on Main, book 
bands, hire staff and service providers, coordinate vendors and non profits and in general, 
plan for the implementation of the series in the spring of 2023.  

We will be able to maintain ice quality this winter, cover operating expenses necessary to 
host tournaments and programming, while providing sufficient rental equipment for those 
who cannot afford their own.  The cost to create and maintain ice is a major expense. The 
equipment that keeps ice safe for users is necessary but expensive to maintain. Without a 
consistent skate surface, we lose skaters, our reputation within the ice community,we a nd 
fail to attract the players to our tournaments which bring revenue to Teton Valley. A 
successful ice season means that we are able to run the programming that attracts a full 
roster of skaters who can afford to partake in adult and youth hockey and recreational 
skating. Our Lower Valley power bill averages $4,000/month to keep the chillers on and the 
ice consistent. If we cannot meet cost to keep machinery operating, bills paid and provide 
affordable and safe gear, we will either have to cut programming and/or raise the pricing. 
Either way, we are sure to lose skaters and the revenue associated with their participation, 
which will negatively impact TVF’s ability to both provide a strong Music on Main season in 
2023 as well as an ice season this coming winter. 

Teton Valley Foundation will be able to compare the 2022/2023 ice season with past years’ 
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numbers to determine the impact a $15,000 grant has on the success of the rink. TVF will also 

continue to survey users at our shows and track rink tournament numbers. 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & SIGNATURE 

 
I hereby acknowledge that I have completed this application accurately and understand that all information is 
subject to verification.  I understand that receipt of any approved social service funding does not imply that 
any additional reviews, authorizations, or permits have been granted by the City of Victor and that additional 
reviews, authorizations, permits, and approvals may be required.   
 
 

Signature of applicant_____ _________ Date_____6.10.22______________ 
 
 

 

  



Contributions (10-44-683) FY17 Actual FY18 Actual FY19 Actual

FY20 

Actual

FY21 

Budget

FY21 

Estimate FY22 Budget

Estimate 

FY22

Requested 

FY23

Recommend 

FY23

Animal Shelter 2,000$            5,000$         5,000$               5,000$     3,750$     3,750$        5,250$           5,250$        10,000$     

Seniors West of the Tetons 1,000$            1,000$         1,000$               1,000$     2,500$     2,500$        4,000$           4,000$        8,000$       

Subs for Santa 250$               250$            250$                  -$         -$         -$            -$                    -$                 

Family Safety Network 250$               250$            750$                  750$        750$        750$           1,000$           1,000$        1,000$       

Hispanic Resource Center 500$               500$            500$                  500$        1,500$     1,500$        3,200$           3,200$        -$                

TRPTA 2,500$            2,500$         2,000$               -$         -$         -$            -$                    -$                 

TVTAP 2,000$            2,000$         1,500$               2,000$     1,000$     1,000$        2,350$           2,350$        2,500$       

TREC 10,000$          7,000$         7,000$               5,000$     3,500$     3,500$        4,200$           4,200$        7,000$       

Teton Valley Foundation 5,000$            7,000$         7,000$               7,000$     5,000$     5,000$        6,000$           6,000$        15,000$     

Teton Valley Recycling -$                -$             500$                  500$        250$        250$           500$              500$            500$           

Community Resource Center 4,000$           4,000$        6,000$       

Total 23,500$          25,500$       25,500$            21,750$  18,250$  18,250$      30,500$         30,500$      50,000$     36,000$           

Provider FY22

Requested 

FY23

FY23 

Appropriation

Animal Shelter (now PAWS) 5,250$            10,000$       0

Seniors West of the Tetons 4,000$            8,000$         0

Family Safety Network 1,000$            1,000$         0

Hispanic Resource Center 3,200$            -$                  0

TVTAP 2,350$            2,500$         0

TREC 4,200$            7,000$         0

Teton Valley Foundation 6,000$            15,000$       0

Teton Valley Recycling 500$               500$            0

Community Resource Center 4,000$            6,000$         0

30,500$          50,000$       -$                       
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